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Good planning involves having the most effective business structure. Profit in one part of an operation can be offset by losses in
another if the right structures are in place.

JASON CLOUT
Cash flow is the lifeblood of small businesses, yet many
owners still fail to realise how exposed they are if conditions quickly sour. A tough trading environment
such as that which saw a number of high-profile failures by large companies in the construction and
retail sector last year can leave many small business stranded.

For all small and medium-sized enterprises, the task is to structure their business so they are in the
best position to ride out a problem should a major customer unexpectedly fall over.

Maintaining good cash flow is not only effective protection against unforeseen hazards – an owner
who gets their cash flow right is in a position to expand their business, secure better terms from their
bank and return profit to themselves and other proprietors.

Senior partner at accountants Hayes Knight, Greg Hayes, says there is greater awareness of the
importance of cash flow among the small business sector, in part due to the IT tools available.

“But it is polarised,” he says. “Good small businesses have their cash flow under control but there are
many others who are still struggling.’’

For Hayes, one of the keys is understanding your mix of clients. If any one client provides more than
10 per cent of a small business’s income, warning bells should be sounding.
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As tempting as it is to keep saying yes to orders from a big client, it has to be balanced against the
danger to the business owner should that customer go out of business.

For many owners, their personal and family finances are closely bound to the fate of their small
business and any mishap suffered by the business will soon spill over to the rest of their life.

“That 10 per cent rule is broader than just cash flow. It comes down to derisking your business as
much as possible,” says Hayes. The amount of capital in a small business – in other words, how much
it is really worth – is often much lower than many business owners think.

Even for very successful operations, that may be less than $50,000, especially start-ups.

“A business with that amount of capital has to think hard about the creditworthiness of clients,’’ he
says.

In that case, they become very exposed if one client owes them $30,000, he notes.

Setting effective payment terms is one area which many small business owners neglect.

However, the best approach is to establish terms of trade from the beginning of a commercial
relationship. Trying to change the conditions later may be difficult, if not impossible, if the customer is
to be retained.

Interest rates have fallen from a few years ago which, for many businesses, will mean retaining extra
dollars in the SMEs. But the falls in themselves are not enough if the business has an overall cash
flow problem.

“If a small business owes the bank $200,000 then the interest rate cuts may have shaved about $4000
a year off their costs,” says Hayes. “But while that’s good for the business, it probably won’t make the
difference between them being successful or not if there are other issues.’’

Director at chartered accountant Gunderson Briggs, John Wong, says businesses need to be thinking
six to nine months in advance, or have what he calls a rolling cash flow plan. “It is the No. 1 reason
why businesses fail. They may be profitable but if there is no cash coming in they are in trouble,’’ he
says.

Revenue can be seasonal for many small businesses, especially in retail and hospitality. A buoyant
summer can be followed by a stagnant autumn, leaving many businesses cash-depleted.

Bumper periods should enable some cash to be set aside for future required payments, Wong says.

The goal should be to have twice the monthly operational costs of a business on hand as cash, he
says. If that is impossible to manage for a start-up, there should be a plan to build up to that figure.

“There will be months when, due to heavy expenditure, a business will fall below the desired cash
level. But from the next month the business owner needs to be aiming to get it back.’’

Often small businesses fail to understand their total cash requirements. That includes GST and
employee superannuation payments, which need to be paid or the business faces being scrutinised by
the Australian Taxation Office.

“If a small business is not meeting its quarterly GST, then that’s a good indicator it is struggling with
cash flow,’’ Wong says.

Principal at Gunderson Briggs, Ken Gunderson-Briggs, says payroll tax can be another cash flow trap.
“There is a threshold but many small businesses aren’t aware of it, so they get caught out.
Fundamentally, the profitability of a business is really about the cash it can generate in the long term.”

Cash flow planning involves establishing the most effective business structure. Profit in one part of an
operation can be offset by losses in another if the right structures are in place.

Managing director of William Buck NSW, Nick Hatzistergos, says businesses are inclined to hang on
to their money in current economic conditions. “We’ve noticed they want to hold their cash where
possible. They are not rushing out to spend.’’

Despite lower interest rates and the resulting drop in funding costs, there is still a cautious mood
among SMEs.

“Cash-flow problems have eased with the lower interest rates but there is still a need for discipline,’’
says Hatzistergos.

He says that one of the biggest causes of cash-flow problems for SMEs is the pursuit of clients without
a clear understanding of how that sale will boost profitability.

Business owners may get a boost in pride by clinching a big deal but, too often, little or none of that
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additional revenue improves the SME’s profit. Instead, the business finds it has to stretch to service
the new client, damaging what may already be a precarious cash-flow position.

“Businesses are more aware of the importance of cash flow, which is a good thing,” Hatzistergos says.
“But too often they just seek to grow for no valid reason.’’
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